Brittanys…
Reprinted from the AKC Gazette Breed Column written by Dorothy Macdonald

WHY HAVE A BRITTANY?
Because they are a nice, medium-sized dog? True, but
they are far less restful than many a dog twice their size.
Because they will be good with the children? More or
less true; they like everyone, but they get bored with
playing, decline to dress up in doll's clothes, and can
knock down a toddler on their way to a bird.
Because they will be a guard dog? Wrong, they will
never be a guard dog. A watchdog, yes – they will watch
most things.
Because they will be a low maintenance housedog?
True, they love being in the house, and their coat care is
minimal, but without adequate (meaning a lot of) physical
and mental exercise, they are a bundle of surplus energy.
Because you want a great show dog? Maybe, if you're
lucky and your Brittany cares to be a show dog. The
majority of Brittanys tolerate shows, but the quintessential
Brittany does not find shows interesting enough to keep
him amused.
Because he will be a great field trialer? Hopefully true.
At least you both will have fun trying.
Because he will become your very own hunting
companion? Now you are talking in Brittany language. All
Brittanys agree that hunting season is the ultimate fun.
Be it grouse in New England, bobwhite in Illinois,

pheasant in Kansas, or chukar in the Northwestthis is
why a Brittany exists.
We do not have show puppies and pet puppies in a
litter: All Brittanys are pets-and some may be field trial or
show prospects. All are hunting dogs. They belong with
people who feel, as they do, that the "great outdoors" is
indeed great, and is the best place to spend a good part
of one's life. In between times a soft sofa or an owner's
bed are acceptable alternat i v e s . Do you still want a
Brittany? Then, under these conditions, a Brittany wants
you.
Remember, having a Brittany means that you've made
a promise to care not only for your own Brittany but also
for the welfare of the whole breed. Brittanys are dual
dogs, and the fact that this duality has been so well
maintained over the years is indeed a credit to Brittany
owners and breeders, past and present. The Brittany in
the show ring, the Brittany running in the field trial, and
your all-round hunting companion are all the same
breed. Field trial dogs must be bred to meet the Brittany
standard of conformation. Show dogs should take the
time to prove their hunting abilities.
To a true Brittany lover-oldtimer and newcomer alikethe joy and pleasure are in seeing a great bird dog work,
and one, moreover, who epitomizes the look of a Brittany,
the fun of a Brittany, and the essence of a Brittany.

Futurity Nomination Deadline Extended for litters born in 2006
The ABC Board of Directors at the 2006 Meeting, voted to: “Grant a one time exception
to the 90 Day futurity rule. Any litter denied entry in 2006 due to the 90 day rule may apply
to enter with a late fee of $90.00”.
The board intended to encourage owners of litters to nominate and participate in
the Futurity.
For owners of litters born in 2006, who may have been turned down for any reason or may have
failed to nominate, you now have a second chance to nominate that litter for the futurity.
Litter owners wishing to take advantage of this one time exception should send their litter
nominations on the 1st Forfeit Nomination form from near the back of the magazine (this form
has been updated for the 2007 litters, but will be acceptable to use when nominating 2006
litters) to: Judy Robin, 1st Forfeit Secretary, along with fee of $90.00. This late nomination period
will end July 1, 2007.
This applies only to Litter nominations and does not refer to individual dogs, which can only be
nominated as part of a litter by the litter owner.
Any questions can be directed to: Marvin Stout, ABC Futurity Chairman at dynamite@comteck.com,
or 765-384-7874.

